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Consumer Rituals
When the university moved from the physical to the virtual, some of us in the academic side of proceedings slotted back into the work from home roles we’ve used
over the years from our times in PhD studies through to those quiet “get away from the office” moments when we needed to mark, or research, or do our dayjob.
However, as the weeks rolled on, and the return to campus became less of a 2020 and more of 2022 scenario, we started to realised just how much more the
university is than a space with an office. Whilst it was a relatively easy decision, given the alternatives, for us to move to “performing the university” from home,
we started to recognise that operating in the same physical space without the signifiers of different roles was proving more of a challenge. Once we were over the
first system shock of transferring to Emergency Remote Teaching, the next challenge was switching on our ‘at work’ when nothing functionally changed in the
environment around us, and equally, switching off for the ‘at home’ experience in the same lounge room, kitchen or apartment space that was hosting the day job.
Drawing on our consumer behaviour knowledge, services marketing role theory and some match practice, we came to a collective conclusion that a key to

‘performing the university’ was to find a signifier, ritual or behaviour that could help us switch on and, equally, switch off the different facets of our life being
performed at the same place, space and computer screen
I asked my students in MKTG7028 Digital Marketing Communications and MKTG2032 eMarketing to consider the question “What do you do to signify it’s ‘university
time’?” as a means of sharing and understanding what it takes to “switch on” for going to university. Here now are our shared views of what makes the transition
from home to work without moving that far across the living room table.
Dr Stephen Dann, Senior Lecture, Australian National University

How do we signify
‘university time?”
The idea of university time was first drawn to my

Locations

Uniforms

Grooming

attention during an Advance HE webinar on emergency
remote teaching. The idea stuck with me, since I was

already familiar with Gmelch’s (1971) baseball magic,

Food and Drink

and the various consumer rituals associated with role
specific consumption.
In asking my students, we collaboratively recognized

Artifacts

seven possible areas of “performance” that were in
use as a way to say “It’s time to University” without
having to sing a variation of the Muppet Show Theme

Prompted Actions

song. Even if it is time to play the music and light the

lights, and time to get things started on the education
Zoom tonight...

Gmelch, George. "Baseball magic." Trans-action 8.8 (1971): 39-41.

Software

Locations
The first suggested approach to signify ‘going to university’ was
to invoke a physical relocation, either out of the residential
space, or away from the comfort zones reserved for “not
university life”. For those not under a lockdown, this did involve
physically attending the campus, to replicate the ‘go to uni’
experience. Others, author included, set aside a distinct space

to be where the university experience happened.
Suggestions
•

Physically relocate outside, social distance space or onto
the campus itself.

•

Assign a desk, room, or space for ‘university’
•

•

Tidy the area under camera coverage

Move from bed, couch or ‘comfort’ space

Creating the space

Putting the Uni
into Uniform
The second most common suggestion was the role of the
personal outfit as the social signifier. “Getting dressed up
for class” was a factor in shifting between ‘at-home’ and
‘at-uni’, even where the students had no intention of
switching on their webcams to outsiders.
From the author’s side, putting on shoes, specifically the
work boots, indicated it was time for university. Equally,
but largely unspoken, was the power-down option provided
by changing out of the uni-work uniform.
Suggestions
•

Dressing up for class

•

Shoes on for work time, shoes off for home

•

Adding an actual uniform

Grooming
Secondary to suiting up for university were the associated
grooming rituals. This sat distinctively outside of the uniform, as
they were mentioned as specific behaviours around shaving,
makeup, hair maintenance and related tasks, again, even with
no intention to broadcast their appearance over Zoom. Class
time was time to look the part to feel the part.
Haircuts were notably exempted from the requirement, although
the sense of what counts as a ‘professional’ look was variable by
what stage of lockdown haircut anyone had reached.
Guidelines
•

Grooming within the suit up process

•

Personal grooming as pre-class process

Food and Drink
Coffee, snacks and other ritual foods were used as a focal
signifier. Coffee, or next nearest substitute, was
identified as a key practice to signify it was uni-time akin
to a pre-gym shake or a pre-game sports drinks. Most preclass consumption was far more ritualised into the

performance of university than as a practical element
given the ease with which attendees can access their
kitchens during a Zoom call when they’re on mic and video
mute.
Guidance
•

The Coffee Ritual (or equivalent)

Artifacts
A number of artifacts were introduced as physical signifiers
of “Go to University” behaviours, with a specific mention
of the importance of a notepad, and the pen/paper
combination as the way to signify movement from the
computer being a device in use, to a proxy mechanism for

the university campus.
Guidelines
•

The University Set: Notepad, specific pen set, and
specific notepads per subject, or event.

•

Having a dedicate set of physical tools of the trade for
‘uni times’.

Prompted Actions
Setting alarms, and being guided into a structured day
through automated prompts and cues were also highlighted
as a practice to enable switching modes.
A specific approach also invoked the classical conditioning
through alarm sound choice – the defaults, the ringtones,
‘set song as alarm’ and other approaches allowed for the
phone to become a proxy campus signifier.
Guidelines
•

Somebody needs to make an alarm that sounds like a
class next door finishing and packing up

•

Daily structure, pre-match alerts (5 minutes to class),
and post-session switch off alarms were suggested.

Software
Using software as a social signifier was also mentioned as a way
to switch the machine access point from personal life to
university work. The University VPN was a literal on-switch
converting the machine from the personal to the professional,
and with it, the ability to directly access the university
resources.

Guidelines
•

A log in ritual – accessing a site (eg learning management
system), checking email, reviewing a forum

•

Switching on the VPN to convert from personal to
professional activity

Delivering the
University
The final frame is the author experience of ‘delivering the uni’.
•

Location:
•

•

Uniform:
•
•

•

Course specific notepads,
MKTG2032 bullet journal

Prompted Actions:
•
•

•

Pepsi Max in a can, water in a coffee mug

Artifacts:
•
•

•

Pre-session hairbrush / hair comb

Drinks:
•

•

Course specific branded shirts (2 per course, one for each
class session).
Work boots for “going to work”

Grooming:
•

•

Back room of my apartment as dedicated workspace

Daily alarms for work shifts
Pre-match “Five minutes to show time” alarm for class

Software:
•

ANU VPN to switch the desktop to “work” mode.

How do you signify
‘university time?’
What’s in your routine?
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Reach out and share your ‘go to work’ and ‘go
to university’ rituals and routines to

@stephendann
Stephen.dann@anu.edu.au
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Artifacts

Prompted Actions

Software

